Bob And Larry In The Case Of The Missing Patience (I Can Read! / Big Idea Books / VeggieTales)
A Lesson in Being Patient The Pod Squad needs some detective training, and Bob and Larry are on the job. But will the expert detectives be able to stay patient when things don’t go their way? This is a Level One I Can Read! book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. It aligns with guided reading level I and will be of interest to children Pre-K to 2nd grade.
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Customer Reviews

Bob and Larry are detectives. Larry carries around a stuffed badger to help him remain courageous. They have to teach a new group called the Pod Squad to be great detectives. Their first case they get a tip on the Masked Door Slammer. There are too many of them to fit in the detective’s car so they take the Pod Squad van that breaks down. This causes them to miss the Masked Door Slammer. The peas rolled down the hill and this causes Larry and Bob to use hateful words towards them. They suddenly find themselves investigating another case. They think they have caught the culprit only to discover things aren’t what they thought. As they learn the truth they also learn how hurtful words can be if they aren’t used for good. Great lessons in this book.
I love veggie tales. This is definitely not a level 1 reader compared to scholastic or "I can read" readers. This is probably a 2 or 3. Bought it for my son who very comfortably reads level 1 and this was waaaay too much. Will hold onto it for later.

My children have always enjoyed the books in the I can read series, this one was no different. It is also much easier to get them to sit through the book versus the Veggie tales movie. This was a good lesson on patience for the little ones and it doesn't hurt for parents to brush up on this from time to time. If we read it any more often we will have it memorized.

This book is perfect for toddlers (especially if they are a veggie tales lover). These books always teach a good lesson or a good moral in language that small children can understand. I love veggie tales and will continue to read these books to my children.

These books are amazing in that it encourages kids to read and it teaches them Bibilically. We have almost all the Veggie tales which my sons watch regularly. I bought two books for my son today and he has finished reading them both. He came and asked me for the Nexus to read the book and he completed reading both. This improves his reading skills. Please buy this as it will give your children good grounding and also enhance their reading skills.

This book was really great and good and awesome because it taught little children about being patient and not only little kids everyone in our family. So that is why I gave this book a 5star rating.

I like how we should be nice and caring. it was fun to read to my mom. I liked the story.

I recommend this book to kids in first to second grade. My son is an emergent reader at 6 years old and he had fun reading this book and understood the message of patience. Loved it!!
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